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being often burned away by: the intense heat of the furnace or
clogged by the adhesion of cinder, which sometimes backs not only
into the tuyeres, but runs into the tuyere pipe also.
Prior to the patent in suit the usual method of connecting the

tnyere and tuyere pipe was as follows: The front end of the tuyere
pipe was made of smaller diameter than the interior of the butt end of
the tuyere, and exteIidedsome distance into the latter, a bead or pro-
jecting rim being formed on the extremity of the tuyere pipe. The
interspace between the outside surface of the tuyere pipe and the
interior of the tuyere was then closed by ramming wet clay and frag-
ments of pounded fire brick therein. The bead or rim upon tlw
front end of the tuyere pipe served as a sort of dam against which
to ram the packing, and, when no bead was used, it was necessary
to prop up the tuyere pipe within the tuyere with little pieces of
brick, so as to get an even or uniform space, around and within
which the packing should be inserted. Under the heat of the fur-
nace the clay baked into a hard mass, and a rigid immovable joint
formed. The objection to this method was obvious. The tempera-
ture ofa furnace changes frequently, or, as one of the witnesses says:
"Every stop of more than a few minutes means a cooling down of all the

exposed surfaces, and a contraction of the same. When the blast is put on
again, as it warms up the surfaces, we find more or less leakage taking place
where there are packed joints. The blast is always taken off when the iron
is run, and that takes place from three to six times per twenty-four hours,
according to the capacity of the furnace, each time involving from ten to
thirty or more minutes, according as any .difficulties may arise. There are
also many stoppages arising throngh the loss of the tuyeres, or the bad work-
ing of the furnace causing stoppages in ,the pipes wbich introduce the blast
through the tuyeres. These stoppages may be from ten minutes to a half a
day or more."

It will be seen that, as one of the witnesses expressed it, there was
a constant creeping or moving of the tuyere, the tuyere pipe, and the
bustle pipes from the contraction and expansion. As no provision
was made for these changed conditions, leakages frequently occurred.
The labor of changing tuyeres under the old system is thus de-

scribed by Hartman, the patentee:
"Taking the case of the old-style wrought-iron tuyere having sprung a leak,

the blast is taken off the furnace, which stops it. Two men with steel bars
about eight feet long, and two other men with sledges, cut away the briek-
work and packing around this tnyere, leaving a space of about three
between the tuyere and the wall. On the end of the tuyere in the furnace
the iron has accumulated in the form of a ring, which requires a large hole
to pull the tuyere through. After the tuyere is out, the fuel in the furnace
falls into the cavity made by the tUJ'ere. This fuel has to be raked out cau-
tiouslJ', and a of clay packed up against the upper part of the cay-
ity to hold the fuel in check. The new tuyere is then inserted and got into an
alignment in a rough sort of a way, as quickly as possible, and the clay-pack-
ing was rammed in tight between the clay and the wall. After this was done.
tbe tuyere pipe was placed in the tuyere, the ball joint bolted together at the
end of the tuyere pipe, and the clay joint was rammed up between the tuyere
pipe and the tuyere. The blast was then turned on the furnace. '1'his
work required six men, and about three quarters of an bour stoppage. If the
end of the tuyere had got 'ironed up' badly, it took a longer time. After the
blast was turned on, the tuyere pipe heated up, and the clay joint had begun
to shrink, the wOl'kmen took their rammel'S and drove up tbe joint tighter
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between tQe: tuyereplpe an:d ,the tuyere. ,TM joint had to; be watched until
for fear of Its springing a leak, for in many cases a

large piece would blowout." ,', '
And"as adding to the ,difficulties, another of the witDesses called

attention to the surroundings under which this work had to be done,
as' follows:
"The space is very limited iJ;lWhich the, work must be done. The surfaces

witb which ,one ,is liable to come in cont1\ct are so hot as to burn one most
seriously when touched; and, if the furnace is working badly at the time,
there is it likelihood of there having been an outpour of cinder or molten
iron. The consequence is,' the work must be done rapidly and under great in-
conyenience and risk."
In addition to these difficulties, a long tuyerehad to be used to

aIlowfof the insertion of the tuyerepipe, and to get a sufficient
depth of packing to make a tight joint. The drawbacks of this
method of tuyere connection were heightened by events occurring
abou,t this time. The great faIl in the price of pig metal consequent
upon the panic of 1873 forced furnacemen to changes in methods,
to increased efficacy in means, and to reduction of expenditure in
fuel and labor. As a result, systems treating the hot blast came
into use, by which its pressure was doubled, and its temperature
rose from 600 to 1200 degrees. These changes, while increasing
the output 6f the furnace, obviously increased the liability to leakage.
It was to meet such serious obstacles lying in the path of success·

ful furnace operation that Mr. Hartman, who was a theoretical and
practical furnaceman, devised the mechanism covered by the patent
in suH,in the shape of a flexible joint that would adapt itself to the
contraction and expansion of the parts. It was at once simple and
effective. He used a tuyere the butt end of which was of about the
same size as the front end of the tuyere pipe. He turned a cor-
responding- globe face on each,so that the nose of the pipe fitted into
and seated itself in the tuyere, thus forming a 'globe joint. The
edge of the,pipe formed a metallic connection with the water-cooled
tuyere, and its temperature was thus reduced. From a staple in
the furnace wall near the tuyere he extended a connecting link, upon
which a constant pressure was maintained by a weighted lever ful-
crumed at the other end of the tuyere pipe. "By this arrangement,"
he briefly adds in the specification, "any expansion of the tuyere
pipe is taken up by the yielding of the weighted lever, H, and the
joint remains tight."
Two claims were allowed him, viz.:
"(7) The combination of the fulcrum, h', the connecting-link, h2 , and a

yielding tension upon the said link by the weighted lever, II, or ,its equivalent,
to secure the joint, C', by a flexible pressure, as herein' described.
"(8) The combination of an, oscillating joint upon a water-cooled tuyere, an

oscillating tuyere pipe, and a link connecting) the same by a yielding pressure,
sl,1bstantially as specified."
Both are alleged to be infringed. The device has gone into gen-

eral use. Some 75 per cent. of the furnaces in the country have
adopted it. Of its utility the evidence is quite convincing. Hunt,
a, furnace master of experience, says it is far superior to the clay-
packed joint. It saves the leakage of the blast, and avoids the an·
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noyance of having to look after the packing to make it tight; that it
causes a great saving of time; that he had no difficulty in getting
the pipes together and ready to put on the blast. Be says:
"I have had twenty-three tuyeres to change in one week in one furnace

owing to the furnace working so badly. If this had been with the old form
of tuyere and connectiqns, it is quite a possibility that we wouid have had
to blow the furnace out, as, owing to its bad-working condition, the many pro-
longed stops would have shut it up altogether."
It would also appear from the testimony of this witness that t.he

flexible connection by means of the globe-faced joint made possible
the use ofa short bronze tuyere instead of the long water-coil cast-
iron tuyere, and by this means a real saving of time in' changing
tuyeres was first made.
Roder, a witness of practical experience and theoretical knowl-

edge in furnace operation, says that, under the old system, change
of a tuyere would average an hour; that, by Hartman's device, they
can do it in 15 minutes; that the joint is tighter than the clay one,
is uot apt to blowout, and is adjustable to the heat to which it is
subjected.
As bearing on the merits of this device, and more particularly

with reference to the use of the short tuyere being made possible by
it, we note the testimony of the patentee, who says:
"Up to the latter part of 1876 long tuyeres in breasts were used exclusively.

The tuyeres were required to be long, to give them sufficient bearing on the
clay-packing. Short tuyeres were introduced.with a taper surface on the butt
end, fitting into It corresponding opening in the nose end of the tuyere breast.
This gave a rigid bearing, which always brought the butt end of the tuyere to
a definite point, and allowed the use of a tuyere pipe of a fixed length. '" '" '"
The globe face on the butt end of the tuyere, to dispense with the clay-pack-
ing, became absolutely necessary, as with the high pressures now blown there
was not room for the nozzle, and the proper depth of clay-packed joint in the
short tuyere. '" '" '" The difference in time, etc., between changing a long
tuyere and a short tuyere would be-First, removing the clay-packed joint
between the tuyere and tuyere pipe; second, removing the joint between the
tuyere and tuyere breast; third, in claying the fuel in the hearth; fourth, in-
serting the tuyere, and making a new joint; fifth, inserting the tuyere pipe;
sixth, blocking it up to its proper position; seventh, making the joint be-
tween the tuyere and the tuyere pipe; eighth, repairing the joint as the wa-
ter evaporates from the clay-packing, this clay-packing having to be driven
up tighter as the water evaporates from the joint. The clay joint has to be
watched by the men, who must quickly stop any leakage to prevent the blast
from tearing a large hole in the packing. With a short tuyere a hook is in-

in the tuyere, the tuyere jerked out, a new one pushed in, and the
pipe coUpled. Blast is then put on. The joint being a metallic one, there
is no danger of its blowing out, and it requires no further watching. '" '" '"
In the case' of a tuyere burning off or starting a leak where the device was
of the character of the Hartman invention No.2, for instance, the blast was
turned off and the furnace stopped. The horizontai tuyere pipe is taken down,
a hook is inserted through the tuyere, the tuyere pulled out, a new tuyere
is quicklY inserted, the horizontal tuyere pipe put up, the yieidingtepsion at-
tached, and blast thrown on the furnace. We generally allowed fifteen min-
utes .for this. In case of the Illinois Steel Company, they have their men so
perfectly trained that their records show they change a tuyere in six minutes,
using' thiS device."
T() ,oqr mind this. device,. seemingly simple after it was disclosed,

wars in operation, valuable ip. results, beneficially affected
one of our largest interests in a.n important detail in the very start-
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:ingpointof its and was notthe 4!,!velopment or mere
natural advanceQf the mechanical incident to the art. It
required skill of a :higher orger than that from such sources.
Indeed, a study of the step by step growth towards the finally per-
fected device shows clearly that it was not such a <tne as the mere
advance incident to the art would have naturally produced, but that
it was the result of thonght, experiment, and inventive genius on the
part of one skilled to the highest degree in all the practical and
theoretical details of th€' industry. 'Without entering into detail
or analyzing 'the successive steps from the Ooleraine draft, in 1869,
when Hartman first took up the problem, to the perfected device for
the Oooper' & Hewitt furnace, in 1876, we may say that, in our judg-
ment, the latter involved invention of marked' character. Such be-
ing the case, we turn to the next question, namely, whether antici-
pation has been shown.
A careful examination of the device shown in Dingler's Journal,

a German publication of 1870; does not disclose,'so far as the issues
in this case are concerned, anything in comm()llwith Hartman's de-
vice.. Certainly t1).e textmenti,ons nothing. As to the drawings,
the bead on the front endofth,etuyerepipe andthe space back of it
between the tuyere and tuyere':pipe are strongly.suggestive of the
clay-packing then common in the art, and therefore of a rigid joint;
nor is there anything in the nature of a connecting link between tuyere
pipe and .The. alleged similarity the devices, so far
as the issues involved are coh,cerned, 1$ one based ou mere conjecture,
and lacks the certainty of proof which should avail to defeat the
right vested"by the grant of the patent.
While the extract fro in Osb<)]:n'sMetallurgy, a Philadelphia pUbli-

cation of 1869,. shows a globe, joint' between the i:uyere pipe and
tuyere, and the extract from Annales Des Mines (Paris, 1869) the
conceded equivalent of such a joint between these two parts, yet in
the latter there is no suggestion of link to. connect these parts to
make or maintain a yielding pres.sUl1e upon the joint, or any mechan-
ism to continueit as an oscillating joint in the functional sense of
the Hartman device. As to ,the former device, it is aflirmatively
shown the connection wa,s,rigid; ,These comprise allthe prior pub-
lications in blast·furnace construction. In none of them is anything
akin to the real gist of Hartman's, device foreshadowed,much less
diselosed. In ,addition to these weare referred to three prior pat-
ents, in which.it is alleged that was an analogous and it is said
that Hartman's was a mere double use of the device ,therein shown.
The :tirst of these is the 8hurtleff"of 1872, No. 128,760, for a flexible
pipe joint for air for air brakes or steam or hot water for

purposes between cars. While it ma,y be conceded
the device shows a general resemblance to the Hartman device in
that both exhibit a flexible pipe yet the resemblance vir-
tually ends there, while the radical differences are manifold. Among
these we may refer to the ponderous mechanism of the blowing sys-
tem of a blast furnace as compared with the relatively delicate con-
nection of flexible pipe connections between railroad cars, the pres·
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sure and high temperature to which the one is subjected, and the ex-
tent of contraction and expansion to which the parts are liable, and
the frequency of such changes, and the liability of cinder to back
into the joints, the adjustment that must be made in cumbersome
appliances, and the fact that from the exigencies of the case the
mechanism mllst be made so as to be capable of being rapidly put in
place by the crude labor employed about a furnace. When we con-
sider these as some of the needs and difficulties in the construction
of such a device as Hartman's, we think it must be apparent to tbe
common sense of an unprejudiced mind that the Shurtleff patent
would afford no aid to one who was working out the problem for a
blast-furnace tuyere joint. The divergence between the uses is so
extreme, the conditions so radically different, and the difficulties so
peculiar to the one, that the adaptation of what was useful in one
sphere to use in another would possibly require more inventive fac-
ulty than the creation of something novel in itself.
To this case, as bearing on the question, we may apply the perti·

nent language of the supreme court in a late case of Potts & Co. v.
Creager, 155 U. S. 607, 15 Sup. Ct. 194, where the grounds for assert-
ing an analogous use were certainly stronger than here:
"Indeed, it often requires as acute a perception of the relation between cause

and effect, and. as much of the peculiar intuitive genius which is a character-
istic of great inventors, to grasp the idea that a device used in one art may
be made available in another, as would be necessary to create the device de
novo. And this is not the less true If, after the thing has beeen done, it ap-
pears to the ordinary mind so simple as to excite wonder that it was not
thought of before. The appar\l,nt simplicity of a new device often leads an
Inexperienced person to think that It would have occurred to anyone famil-
iar with the subject; but the decisive answer is that, with dozens and per-
haps hundreds of others laboring in the same field, It had never occurred to
anyone before. The practiced eye of an ordinary mechanic may be safely
trusted to see what ought to be apparent to everyone."

We think what we have said applies with equal force to the flexi-
ble pipe connection in the steam and smoke conveyer for railway
cars of De Codezo (patent No. 151,099), and to the boiler appliances
of Weigand. With these devices known and made public in the
patent office for years, it is not without significance that furnacemen
have not before or since the Hartman device adopted them or any
similar device in furnace construction. Indeed, we think the two
ball and socket joints, which were found at the elbow and upper
joint of the old-style tuyere, but which are not alleged as an antici-
pation, afforded a more pertinent ground for such a contention, for,
though clamped up as a tight joint when the blast was in operation,
yet their initial function as an oscillating joint while the tuyere was
being adjusted was recognized as old in the art.
This brings us to one of the remaining questions which has been

urged with great earnestness by the learned counsel; namely, that
the combinations recited in the claims are incapable of producing
the result for which the invention was designed. It is said, and
such appears to be the case, that, for the successful operation of
the Hartman device, it is necessary to have three flexible parts or
joints, one at the globe joint between the butt of the tuyere and the
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front of 'the .tuyere pipe, which is recited in thecla:lms, and two
which are not specified therein, viz. one up under the yalve

and one at the foot of the vertical pipe. While it is true that the
patentee mustmal{e a full disclosure of his invention in all its parts,
so that the public may have the benefit of it in its entirety at the
expiration of the patent, and that tliere is no reference made in the
specification other than mentioning the second joint,K', as a globe
joint, and showing a like joint in the drawings where the third one
is used in practice,still we must remember the patent is addressed
to those acquainted with the act and the construction and appliances
then in use.
As is said in 2 Rob. Pat. § 491: '
"Immaterial parts are often .so connectedwitb the material that the descrip-

tion of the latter inevitably draws after it the delineation of the former; and,
on the other hand, many material objects and operations are so familiar to
the inventor and his readers that their .specific description, or even an illusion
to them, would be superfluous.. The law recognizes these difficulties in the
way of an absolutely complete description, 'and overlooks the defects which
they occcasion, * * * though it omits appliances, mOdifications, or pro-
cesses which persQns skilled in the art would know were necesllary, and would
themselves supply. Though it fails to describe implements and materials that
are in common use, or methods of construction generally practiced in the arts,
it may be complete enough to put before the already trained and informed in-
telligence of the reader an accurate and entire picture of the invention, from
which he can understand it, construct 'it, .and use it as easily as if all these
familiar acts and objects were particularly described."

Applying these legal principles to the case in hand, and adding to
the pateqt as a whole (which includes specification and drawings)
the then knowledge and practice of the art, we cannot say the claims
donot disclose a practical working combination. That globe joints al-
ready existed at the second and third points of flexure is admitted;
that they were tightened up to rigid joints in connection with the old
clay-packed rigid joints is true. mind which could not at
once see that the making of the tuyere-pipe tuyere joint an oscillat-
ing one rendered the tightening of the two ball joints needless and
undesirable could not haye been one skilled in the art. We have
searched the proofs in vain for the testimony of one thus skilled who
said the patentfailed to disclose to him the invention in its entirety.
We now turn to the question of infringement. The respondents

use two devices which are alleged to infringe. In .structure No.1
they have an oscillating bevel joint between a water-cooled tuyere
pipe and tuyere. They are kept in contact by means of a connecting
link. One end of it is fastened to a hook in the breast wall, and the
otl,ler passes through a lug on tlte lower side and .back end of the
tuyere pipe, and is secured by a nut. A strong spring between the
nut and lug, and against which nut is tightlydrtJ,wn, affords a

pressure, and holds the parts of the first joint in contact
undeJ; the varying conditions of. and .expansion. Two
other points of flexure are. provided, as in the prnQtic.e (lfthe Hart-
maP It is quite clear to U13 that the spring, taken in con·
ne,cti9u with the other operative appliances, is, in functional pu;rpose
aIj,d. ,e:iIect, therp.e.chanicalequimlent ot theweigh:tedlever of Hart·,
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man's device; are therefore of opinion that structure No.1 is an
infringement on both claims.
Structure No.2 presents a different state of facts. It appears a

bustle pipe can be twisted or sprung from its normal position under
certain conditions, and, when thus twisted, it acts as a torsional
spring. In structure No.2 this is done by means of a rod (adjustable
by a screw to regulate the extent of the spring) connecting lugs
placed on the upper sides of the bustle and the belly pipes. By
this means the lower end of the belly pipe is supported, and the
tuyere pipe is held in contact with the butt end of the tuyere by a
pressure which adapts itself to the contraction and expansion of the
parts. It is alleged by complainant that the rod between the bustle
and belly pipes is a link which applies a yielding tension, and this
brings it within the scope of Hartman's claim. We cannot so re-
gard the claims of the two structures. To our mind, so far as the
claims are concerned, they represent two distinct types of construc-
tion. ,The underlying thought, the "motif," so to speak,"of Hartman's
device, was a link or tie between the tuyere pipe and tuyere. Indeed,
a study of the successive steps of his invention-first rigid clamps
at the joint, then the extension of those clamps to a rod or link
reaching to the end of the tuyere pipe, and then finally giving to the
link the added capacity of exerting a yielding pressure-shows this.
Through it all runs the idea of a link as something connecting or
joining the two pal ts and drawing them together by pressure, the
stack in which the tuyere was seated being stationary, the tuyere
pipe movable. It is obvious that in his conception the stability of
the stack was his starting point or base, by means of which his de-
vice was possible. This idea was embodied in the eighth claim (and
we take it as being the broadest) in language that to our mind is
capable of but one reasonable interpretation: "The combination of
an oscillating joint upon a water-cooled tuyere, an oscillating tuyere
pipe, and a link connecting the same by a yielding pressure, substan-
tially as specified." "A link connecting the same." Connecting
what? Obviously the tuyere and tuyere pipe. How? By pressure.
What can this mean but the pressure operated through the rod itself?
But this pressure of the rod, which would otherwise be fixed, is
made yielding by the mechanism 'employed. The very word "link"
means coupling or joining together, and "connecting" intensifies it,
for the word from which it is derived means to bind. The language
of the claim is not "means to exert a yielding pressure upon the
same," but is restricted and limited to a link connecting the same
.by a yielding pressure. It is to be remembered that while the com-
bination was new, and as such, and in the use· of its equivalents,
would be protected, yet separate and in themselves the elements of
it were not. While Hartman was entitled to credit and protection
as far as he invented and claimed, yet he did not block all paths of
invention leading to the same result. The second structure reaches
the same end, but by another path. In it a connecting link is wholly

with. The stability of the stack as a base is not an
element, and, instead. of a pressure exerted ,from the stack


